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Lincoln’s Papers, Primary Documents, External Links to Papers:

Online Website for Sources:
Collection of Works by Lincoln: http://quod.lib.umich.edu/l/lincoln/

Lincoln’s Original Letters and Manuscript’s (The Shapell Manuscript Foundation is an independent educational organization dedicated to the collection and research of original manuscripts and historical documents): http://www.shapell.org/manuscript.aspx?the-government-is-about-to-fall-into-our-hands-1860-abraham-lincoln

Library of Congress Resources: http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/presidents/lincoln/

Print Versions for Sources:


Portrait (Smithsonian): http://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/art/artifact/Painting_33_00005.htm
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Biographies and Reference Work:


Luthin, Reinhard H. The Real Abraham Lincoln: A Complete One Volume History
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